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INTRODUCTION 

          The critical role of immunohistochemistry (IHC) in the practice of diagnostic 

pathology cannot be overemphasized.  Newer molecular methods of diagnosis are making 

significant strides into the diagnostic laboratory, but at the current time they simply cannot 

address the wide range of diagnostic problems that are readily handled using IHC.  

Additionally, advances in molecular understanding of disease through the use of gene 

expression profiling and other techniques often result in the production of additional 

diagnostically useful antibodies, further extending the utility of IHC (e.g., immunostains 

for P504S in prostate carcinoma and p16 in evaluation of uterine cervical lesions). IHC is a 

technique that will be central to the practice of diagnostic pathology for many years to 

come, regardless of advances in other areas of pathology. 

          IHC is in theory a simple technique, and can be performed in nearly any diagnostic 

laboratory, since it does not require any expensive equipment.  However, there are many 

factors that affect the quality of the results, and meticulous attention to these factors must 

be maintained at all times in order to assure a reliable and reproducible end product.  

Although automated immunostainers have improved the quality of immunostains in many 

laboratories, the machines are not perfect, and it is naive to assume that obtaining an 

automated instrument will guarantee quality and reproducibility.  An unfortunate 

byproduct of automation is the ease with which pathologists can view the IHC laboratory 

as a "black box", with insufficient understanding of the technical aspects involved to 

consistently avoid pitfalls and misinterpretation.   

          The goal of this presentation is to discuss and illustrate important technical aspects 

that should be familiar to every pathologist who uses IHC, so that the pathologist will be 

able to produce consistently reliable and reproducible immunostains in his or her own 

laboratory, and will avoid pitfalls in the performance and interpretation of immunostains. 

 

COMMON IMMUNOSTAINING METHODS:  

1.  AVIDIN-BIOTIN BASED METHODS 

          At the current time, most diagnostic laboratories employ either an avidin - biotin-

based method or a polymer-based method.  The former takes advantage of the strong 
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affinity of biotin for avidin, which has binding sites for 4 molecules of biotin.  Basic steps 

in avidin-biotin staining method are as follows: 

 

1. Mount sections on adhesive slides, deparaffinize in xylene in alcohols 

2. Perform antigen retrieval if needed (protease or heat-induced retrieval)  

3. Block endogenous biotin. (Although many labs using avidin-biotin reagents do not 

take steps to block endogenous biotin, they are asking for trouble, and blocking of 

endogenous biotin should ALWAYS be performed in laboratories using these 

methods, a topic that will be discussed in more detail below.) 

4. Quench endogenous marker enzyme activity (if using a peroxidase-based detection 

system, endogenous peroxidase must be quenched, etc.) 

5. Incubate with primary antibody, rinse 

6. Incubate with biotinylated secondary (link) antibody, rinse 

7. Incubate with avidin-biotin detection complex, rinse 

8. Develop slides with chromogen, counterstain, coverslip, and view 

 

THE ENDOGENOUS BIOTIN PROBLEM 

           Unfortunately, many labs using avidin-biotin methods for their immunostains do not 

routinely take steps to block the effects of endogenous biotin, which can be a 

diagnostically dangerous situation. Avidin binds biotin very strongly, and it does not care 

whether the biotin it seeks is on the link antibody or anywhere else in the section.  As such, 

if any cells or other tissue components have biotin available for binding by the avidin in 

the detection complex, those tissue components will stain just as effectively as the cells 

that contain bound primary and secondary (biotinylated) antibody.  Endogenous biotin 

artifact usually appears as granular cytoplasmic reactivity, and is particularly noticeable in 

cells that contain numerous mitochondria, such as liver cells and kidney proximal tubules, 

although it also may be substantial in tumor cells of widely varying types. (As one might 

guess from their high content of mitochondria, oncocytomas show the most impressive 

endogenous biotin artifacts.)  Since the widespread use of heat induced epitope retrieval 

(HIER) techniques, endogenous biotin has become a much more serious problem that 

needs to be addressed whenever avidin-biotin detection systems are employed.  This is due 
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to the fact that HIER techniques markedly enhance the detectability of any endogenous 

biotin present in the tissue, just as they may enhance the detectability of the antigen of 

interest.  This artifact can be extremely intense (10), and may be exquisitely localized to 

tumor cells, with "crystal clean" background stroma.  Indeed, failure to recognize this 

artifact has been responsible for the publication of erroneous literature (12-13).  For this 

reason, any laboratory employing HIER techniques should routinely include steps for 

blocking of endogenous biotin in any immunostain that is subjected to HIER.  An 

additional important point to keep in mind is that it is critical that negative control slides 

also be subjected to the same HIER procedures that are used for antibody stains 

during the staining run, since only then will any endogenous biotin activity be 

apparent on the negative control specimen.   

Blocking of endogenous biotin may be accomplished by several methods. Steps 

taken to block endogenous biotin should be performed immediately after any HIER or 

protease digestion steps and before the incubation with primary antibody (although 

theoretically they could be performed immediately after the primary antibody incubation 

and before the biotinylated link antibody incubation). This can be performed by first 

incubating the sections (at room temperature) for 20-30 minutes with 0.05% free avidin in 

phosphate buffered saline (PBS) (0.001% to 0.1% solutions are reported to work) (14).  

The added avidin binds any endogenous biotin present in the tissue.  In the second portion 

of the endogenous biotin blocking procedure, 0.05-0.2% biotin in PBS (concentrations as 

low as 0.001% are reported to be effective) is added to the slides for 15 minutes at room 

temperature.  This effectively saturates any remaining biotin-binding sites that are present 

on the avidin added during the first step.  Many commercial reagent suppliers sell solutions 

for blocking of endogenous biotin. 

Shortly after we began employing pressure cooker HIER routinely (way back in the 

late 1980's), we began to notice significant endogenous biotin artifact in many different 

tumors, and realized that we needed to incorporate a routine step for blocking of 

endogenous biotin in our method.  We initially started with commercial reagents, but 

quickly realized that they are quite expensive. We decided to make our own reagents, but 

were shocked when we found that avidin cost about $3400 per gram (late 1980's prices).  

Knowing that the source of avidin is egg whites, we hypothesized that dilute egg white 
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solutions may be useful as an inexpensive source of avidin, and indeed dilute egg white 

solution (2 egg whites diluted to 200 mls with distilled water, preceded by a distilled water 

rinse) works very well as a source of avidin (10).  Furthermore, when we discovered that 

milk is a rich source of biotin, we showed that skim milk may be effectively substituted for 

commercial biotin in endogenous biotin-blocking procedures (15). Reconstituted  

powdered dried milk works well also, and is very convenient.  Therefore, for those who 

want to block endogenous biotin "on the cheap", I recommend using either using 0.2% 

biotin in PBS or reconstituted powdered dried milk (5% dried milk solution. i.e., 25 grams 

dried milk in 500 ml PBS/Tween buffer) for this purpose.   

We abandoned the avidin-biotin method and switched to a polymer-based method 

for our routine immunostains back in 1999, but when we are forced to use this avidin-

biotin methods to detect biotin-labeled markers (primarily biotinylated DNA probes for our 

HPV in situ hybridization stains), we still employ dilute egg whites as an avidin source 

with success.  Therefore, when we must use an avidin-biotin based detection system, we 

perform blocking of any endogenous biotin by incubating the slides in dilute egg white 

solution (as a source of avidin), followed by a rinse in distilled water and then an 

incubation in 0.2% biotin in PBS.   

 

COMMON IMMUNOSTAINING METHODS:  

2. POLYMER-BASED METHODS 

     Polymer-based methods do not rely on the interaction of avidin and biotin, but employ 

polymers that contain bound secondary antibody and detection complex enzymes, resulting 

in a simplified technique with fewer steps, as follows: 

 

1. Mount sections on adhesive slides, deparaffinize in xylene in alcohols 

2.  Perform antigen retrieval if needed (protease or heat-induced retrieval) 

3. Quench endogenous marker enzyme activity (if using a peroxidase-based detection 

system, endogenous peroxidase must be quenched, etc.) 

4. Incubate with primary antibody 

5. Incubate with polymer complex (containing link antibody and enzyme detection 

complex) 
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6. Develop slides with chromogen, counterstain, coverslip, and view 

 

          Polymer-based methods have several important advantages over avidin-biotin based 

methods.  First of all, since the secondary antibody and detection complex are combined 

into one reagent, fewer steps are required.  Additionally, since the avidin-biotin interaction 

is not used, polymer-based methods are immune from problems with endogenous biotin.  

As such, it is not necessary to take steps to block endogenous biotin activity, further 

simplifying the method and making it more rapid.  Their main disadvantage is that they are 

more costly than standard avidin-biotin reagents.  Nevertheless, in my opinion these 

reagents are worth the added expense.  At ProPath, we have been using one of these 

reagents since 1999, with excellent results (28).  It is an unbelievably stable reagent that 

lends itself well to batch staining with repeated re-use. 

 

FIXATION AND HANDLING OF TISSUE 

          Quality IHC starts with quality tissue.   It is very difficult to obtain good IHC (or 

good morphology) without appropriate attention to proper handling and fixation of tissue 

("garbage in-garbage out").  One would think that pathologists would take great care to 

ensure appropriate handling and fixation of tissue, but as many of us know, this basic issue 

often receives little attention, resulting in frustrating problems for all concerned.  Sections 

from the gross specimen should be cut thinly (2 mm or less), and the tissue cassettes 

should not be jammed full of tissue.  In my opinion, neutral buffered formalin is the 

preferred fixative for all paraffin section-based immunostains.  It is well known that 

excessive fixation in formalin may mask antigens, so that should be avoided, but with 

currently-available antigen retrieval techniques, excellent IHC can routinely be achieved in 

properly-handled formalin-fixed tissue.  Parenthetically, tissue that cannot be immediately 

processed can be initially fixed in formalin for the usual amount of time, and then 

transferred into 70% ethanol for long-term storage before processing and embedding.  In 

my mind, formalin substitutes offer no particular strong advantages for routine IHC, and 

some of them have significant disadvantages.  Although I have not encountered any major 

problems with zinc-formalin-fixed material, B5 damages a number of important antigens 

(e.g., CD5 clone 4C7, BCL-6, and CD30), and I have seen many horrible immunostains 
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from cases fixed in Hollande’s and Bouin’s fixatives, at times necessitating re-biopsy of 

the patient.  Decalcification has variable effects on various antigens, and the use of strong 

acids for decalcification is to be avoided if at all possible, since they have marked 

deleterious effects.  If given a choice between studying decalcified and non-decalcified 

material, in most cases you will achieve better results using the non-decalcified material 

(e.g., choosing bone marrow aspirate clot sections for staining rather than the bone marrow 

core biopsy, assuming of course that the clot sections contain the lesion of interest). 

 

INTERPRETATION OF STAINS: TRUE VS. FALSE POSITIVE 

          A true positive stain shows chromogen deposition in cells or structures that truly 

contain the antigen of interest.  In contrast, a false positive stain is one where the 

chromogen is localized to cells or structures that in reality lack the antigen of interest.  

When using diaminobenzidine (DAB) chromogen for peroxidase-based detection systems, 

this problem can be expressed simply as “all that is brown is not real”.  Stains in which the 

entire section (both tumor cells and intervening non-neoplastic stroma) is a dark “muddy” 

brown are easily recognized by nearly any observer as falsely positive.  Fewer observers 

realize that false positive staining commonly occurs in a different situation: where the 

tumor cells are strongly stained but the background non-neoplastic stroma is “clean” and 

free of chromogen deposition. 

          Before discussing this latter type of false positive staining (where the chromogen is 

paradoxically exquisitely localized to the cells of interest), it is worthwhile to review the 

patterns of reactivity seen with true positive stains.  One feature characteristic of true-

positive stains is cell-to-cell heterogeneity.  This refers to the fact that the deposition of 

the reaction product often varies in intensity among cells, and also often within parts of a 

single cell.  Another pattern of true positive immunoreactivity is that of distinct crisp cell 

membrane reactivity, which is only rarely seen in false positive staining artifacts.  

Immunoreactivity restricted to cell nuclei (e.g., estrogen receptor) is another type of true 

positive reactivity, but in a true positive nuclear stain one often can still appreciate some 

degree of cell-to-cell heterogeneity.  A potential trap in interpretation of nuclear staining in 

immunostains performed using avidin-biotin techniques is spurious reactivity of “optically 

clear” nuclei described in gestational endometrium (and also in some pulmonary 
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blastomas), secondary to binding of endogenous biotin present in these nuclei (17).   I have 

also seen artifactual false-positive staining of cell nuclei (particularly with CD15) in some 

cases in areas adjacent to necrotic tissue, but in these instances the intensity of the label is 

uniform and often somewhat indistinct (i.e., it lacks cell-to-cell heterogeneity and may 

appear “muddy”).  On occasion a false positive nuclear stain may also be seen when the 

primary antibody concentration is too high (e.g., nuclear staining with vimentin or smooth 

muscle actin), when heavy-metal fixatives are used (such as B-5 or Zenkers), and I have 

also seen intensely positive false positive nuclear staining artifacts when employing strong 

acids as decalcifying agents or as epitope retrieval solutions, the latter finding also reported 

by others (18).  For this reason it is important to know the expected pattern of 

immunoreactivity (membrane, nuclear, cytoplasmic, or both nuclear and cytoplasmic) for 

the antigen of interest.   False positive staining of nucleoli has also been reported with 

CD20 (L26), and indeed I have seen this pattern many times in my own cases, with CD20 

(clone L26) and also CD7.  

          An important trap alluded to above is that false positive immunoreactivity may be 

very intense and can be precisely localized to the cells of interest (usually tumor cells), 

with no staining of the background stroma observed.  However, this type of reactivity can 

be readily recognized if the observer is aware that this type of false-positive staining 

characteristically LACKS cell-to-cell heterogeneity.  In these instances, the cells display a 

uniform cytoplasmic “blush” that appears “muddy” and indistinct, lacking the crisp 

heterogeneous quality of a true positive stain.  The cells often have the appearance that 

they have been spray-painted with chromogen (beware of the “spray-paint 

appearance”).  This pattern of false positive staining is usually secondary to the use of an 

inappropriately concentrated titer of primary antibody, or to using a (so-called) “predilute 

ready-to-use” antibody at an inappropriate titer (i.e., used as supplied without testing 

further titers). 

 

CONTROL SLIDES AND MATERIALS  

Negative Reagent Controls and Tissue Controls 

Negative reagent controls (NRC):  NRC consist of a slide or slides containing the 

patient tissue in which the primary antibody reagent is omitted, and replaced with some 
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other solution, usually buffer, antibody diluent solution, or an irrelevant antibody (from the 

same species) that is expected to be negative in the cells of interest.  In the past the College 

of American Pathologists (CAP) accreditation checklist required laboratories to perform 

NRC slides with each case.  However, recognizing that the use of polymer detection 

systems and currently available high quality antibodies used at the appropriate dilutions 

rarely give significant problems with nonspecific background staining, effective July 31, 

2012, the CAP eliminated this requirement (ANP.22570) for NRC stains in which 

polymer-based detection systems are employed. I applaud the CAP for eliminating this 

requirement, and I must confess that in the past I reviewed these NRC slides on only rare 

occasions in my practice.  At ProPath we still include NRC slides for a small select group 

of immunostains, mainly stains for certain infectious agents such as cat scratch disease, 

where tiny bits of precipitated chromogen (i.e., junk) may be difficult to distinguish from 

true reactivity, because of the miniscule size of the target.  However, laboratories that 

employ avidin-biotin detection systems are still required to perform NRC (as they 

should be), and in my opinion these laboratories should include 1 NRC for each 

different type of antigen retrieval that is employed.  It is also critical that the NRC 

slides should be exposed to the same antigen retrieval steps as the slides that receive 

primary antibody.  This is the only way that endogenous biotin artifact will be able to be 

consistently recognized.  

Tissue Control Slides:  It is important that all stains be accompanied by both 

positive tissue controls (PTC) and negative tissue controls (NTC).   NTC are pieces of 

tissue or components of tissue that are expected to not stain with the primary antibody of 

interest, and PTC are those that are expected to stain.  NTC and PTC can be both internal 

(i.e., part of the patient tissue) and external (i.e., non-patient tissue stained at the same 

time, preferably on the same slide).   For example, if an appendix from a patient is being 

stained for CD45, the lymphoid tissue in the appendix serves as the internal PTC, and the 

non-staining mucosal epithelium and muscle wall of the appendix serves as the internal 

NTC.    

In many laboratories, the external PTC consist of a single piece of tissue from a 

case known to be positive for the antigen in question.  In my opinion, this is grossly 

inadequate for an external PTC and can be outright dangerous, since this does not evaluate 
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and document the sensitivity (how many true positive tissues react positively) or the 

specificity (how many true negative tissues fail to react with the antibody).  If at all 

possible, these two factors should be documented with every stain that is performed. 

Below I will discuss why Multitumor Sandwich Blocks (MTSB) serve as the best type of 

material for external PTC and NTC, and why they should be mounted on the same slide as 

the patient tissue. 

For every stain, care must be taken to evaluate BOTH internal and external PTC 

and NTC to make certain that they are both reacting in an appropriate fashion, and if not, 

great care must be taken in interpreting the significance of any results.   For example, if 

you are looking at an estrogen receptor (ER) immunostain from breast tissue that contains 

normal breast ducts, and you cannot find any normal breast duct cells that are positive for 

ER, be wary of calling the tumor “ER negative” in this circumstance, as you may be 

actually dealing with an ER-positive tumor that has been mishandled (e.g., poorly fixed or 

poorly processd) and has suffered antigen damage (“garbage in – garbage out”).  Similarly, 

if you see known epithelial cells reacting positively in the patient tissue with a stain for 

CD45 (leukocyte common antigen), something is wrong, and the stain should be reported 

as “indeterminate”. 

QUALITY CONTROL IN IHC 

(And the Role of Multitumor Sandwich Blocks) 

Lax quality control is the downfall of many laboratories.  Quality control should 

not be a spurious process performed in fits and starts, but rather should be a continuous and 

ongoing process that should document the sensitivity and specificity of every stain that is 

performed.  There is absolutely no question in my mind that the key to effective and 

efficient quality control is the extensive use of multitumor control slides.  These 

preparations were the conceptual brainchild of Dr. Hector Battifora, one of the “founding 

fathers” of IHC.  I prepare my own multitumor blocks (usually containing about 40-90 

different tumors) from routine diagnostic surgical pathology material received in the 

hospitals and outpatient laboratories affiliated with ProPath.  I have developed 

modifications of Dr. Battifora’s methods that allow the placement of numerous different 

small pieces of tumor in a well-organized compact grid, which take up only a minority of 

the surface of a microscopic slide (16).  My method can be used in any histology 
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laboratory, since it does not require any special equipment.  I have continued to modify 

and simplify the method of preparation, and I will illustrate the most recent modifications 

during the presentation (as well as at the end of the handout).  There are also a variety of 

other published methods for similar preparations, but in my experience the method I use is 

best for preparing multitumor sections in large numbers.  The particular method of 

preparation is not that important, and I would suggest that labs use whichever method they 

feel best suits their needs.  However, I do believe it is crucial that every diagnostic IHC 

laboratory use these types of preparations.  

 

                MTSB’s for Working-Up New Antibodies 

        Working-up a new antibody is a task that confronts all IHC laboratories from time to 

time, and MTSB’s are perfect for use in this situation.  You should never blindly believe a 

manufacturer’s claims (either for titer, sensitivity, or specificity) before testing the 

antibody in your own lab. (Heaven forbid if you purchase a “predilute ready-to-use 

antibody” without any further testing.  This is one of the mortal sins of IHC.)  

Additionally, don’t necessarily believe the manufacturer’s recommendations for proteases 

or epitope retrieval procedures.  They may be satisfactory, but you may find your own 

method that works much better.  Two questions that need to be answered when working up 

a new antibody are as follows:   

 

    1.  Does the antibody require any type of epitope retrieval, and if so, what is the best 

type of epitope retrieval (protease, pressure cooker, vegetable steamer, microwave oven), 

and what epitope retrieval solution or protease is best?   

    2.  What is the optimal titer of the antibody for the conditions and methodology used 

in the lab?  

     The answers to these questions can be sought in several ways, although it is best to 

answer the first question before determining the optimal titer, since the optimal titer will 

vary depending upon what type of epitope retrieval is employed.  As such, when I receive a 

new antibody in the lab, my approach to working it up is as follows: 

     1.  Mount tissue sections from an expected positive case on the same slides as 

multitumor tissue block control sections.  These slides will be used for all steps in the 
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workup of the antibody.  (In this fashion, you will be evaluating a number of expected 

negative tumors and frequently also a number of different positive tumors of varying 

antigen densities, using only 1 slide.)      

     2.  Dilute the primary antibody by a 1:2 dilution of the titer suggested by the 

manufacturer.  (It may be way off, but you have to start somewhere).  For example, if the 

manufacturer suggests a titer of 1:100, I perform the initial stains at a 1:200 dilution.  If the 

manufacturer does not provide any recommendations, I usually start at 1:100.  Run the first 

set of slides as follows: 

 

  a) one slide with no epitope retrieval 

 b) one or more slides with protease(s) of choice (we use ficin, pepsin,  

     proteinase K, and occasionally other proteases) 

         c) several slides in different heat-induced epitope retrieval solutions,  

            (citrate buffer, Tris buffer, EDTA, urea, etc.), using either a  

            pressure cooker (preferred for non-EDTA), vegetable steamer or rice cooker  

            (for EDTA),  or a microwave oven (microwave should be your last choice). 

 

At this point, examine the slides and see if you can get an idea of whether or not 

epitope retrieval is needed, and if so, which method is most effective.  If everything is 

staining strongly or it seems like there is horrific background staining on everything, your 

primary antibody titer is probably too concentrated, and at this point you should repeat the 

steps above using a more dilute primary antibody titer.  If there is no staining at all or very 

weak staining, repeat the steps above with a more concentrated primary antibody titer. 

Using the optimal method of antigen retrieval identified in the steps above, try a 

series of stains using 4 or 5 two-fold serial dilutions of the antibody.  For example, if you 

are starting at a primary antibody titer of 1:100, try additional stains with the primary 

antibody diluted at 1:200, 1:400, 1:800, 1:1600, and 1:3200.  Select the best titer after 

studying the sections, with a particular eye to sensitivity and specificity.  These factors can 

be judged by keeping a detailed record of the contents and location of the individual 

tumors present in your multitumor tissue control block.  Some additional fine-tuning of the 

titer may be required (using either more concentrated or more dilute primary antibody 
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preparations) but this procedure usually works quite well and generally only takes two 

days (or only one day if your lab does multiple runs per day.). 

 

     MTSB's in the detection of contaminated antibodies from vendors 

At ProPath, all new antibodies and new lots of antibodies currently in use are 

screened on MTSB sections prior to putting the antibodies into diagnostic use.  Over the 

years we have received several antibodies (at least 3) from vendors (including "major" top-

tier vendors of diagnostic antibodes) that have been contaminated with other antibodies 

unbeknownst to the vendor (e.g., a CD7 antibody that was contaminated with something 

that behaved like low molecular weight cytokeratin).  Our use of MTSB has allowed us to 

identify this problem very rapidly and prevent the bad antibodies from being used in 

patient specimens.  As you can imagine, every vendor that I contacted about this problem 

was very skeptical of my assertions of antibody contamination, because every antibody had 

be QC'd by the vendor before being offered for sale to end users.  By sending our 

unstained MTSB's to the vendor and allowing them to stain our MTSB's in their lab with 

their suspect lots of antibody, they have always been immediately convinced that the 

problem was indeed with them (i.e., the vendor), not at ProPath.  In the case of the 

contaminated CD7 antibody, I eventually found out (after fairly persistent questioning) that 

the vendor QC'ed their CD7 antibody with sections from a piece of tonsil, and when they 

did not see any unexpected staining on the sections of tonsil, they released the lot of CD7 

for sale.  However, since tonsil does not contain anything with low molecular weight 

cytokeratin (CK-LMW), the vendor had no idea that their product was acting like someone 

mixed CK-LMW antibody into their CD7 preparation.  I do not know for sure, but I 

suspect there are more than a few vendors out there who could benefit greatly from 

screening their products with MTSB before giving them the "stamp of approval" and 

releasing them to clients 

 

MTSB’s for Determining Optimal Titers of Primary Antibodies 

As alluded to above, MTSB's are perfect for determining optimal titers of primary 

antibodies and checking new lots of antibodies, since if MTSB’s are prepared with a 

sufficient variety of tumors, they allow the simultaneous assessment of multiple expected 
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positive cases (of varying antigen densities), as well as multiple expected negative cases, 

using a single slide.  Obviously it is just as important to assure that expected negative cases 

are indeed negative (specificity) as it is to assure that expected positive cases are indeed 

positive (sensitivity).  Remember, THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS A PREDILUTE 

READY-TO-USE ANTIBODY, and those labs that do not choose to optimize their stains 

in house by determining their own optimal titers are doing their patients and clinicians a 

great disservice.  

 

                        MTSB’s and Control Slides 

          MTSB’s are ideal for use as routine external PTC and NTC material.  If the 

component tumors in a MTSB are chosen appropriately, a single MTSB can be used as 

PTC control material for essentially any stain that is desired, obviating the need for cutting 

sections from many different PTC blocks for every different antibody stain that is ordered. 

(Obviously, histotechnologists appreciate this greatly).  These preparations are compact, so 

large numbers can be pre-cut and mounted toward one end of the microscopic slides, and 

stored for use as positive control sections.  When a case is to be stained, the case tissue is 

simply mounted on the other end of the microscopic slide.  Therefore, the case tissue and 

the MTSB positive control tissue section are mounted on the same slide, which can 

nearly halve the number of slides that need to be manipulated by the technologists.  By 

mounting the MTSB positive control section and the case tissue on the same slide, we are 

assured that both tissue sections are handled in an identical fashion, which may not occur if 

the positive control section and the case tissue are mounted on different slides.  If there is 

ever any question about the performance of a particular stain on a case, one simply has to 

view the MTSB section (mounted on the same slide) to quickly assess the sensitivity and 

the specificity of the stain.  In my opinion, this arrangement provides a level of continuous 

ongoing quality control and continuous ongoing documentation of that quality that is 

unbeatable.   
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IHC ON CYTOLOGIC SPECIMENS 

General Comments on IHC and Cytologic Specimens 

The best advice that can be given when thinking about doing IHC on cytologic 

specimens is the following: GET A CELL BLOCK!!.  The reason for giving this advice 

is that performing IHC on cell block preparations is the same as dealing with any other 

paraffin section.  Additionally, if you have a good cell block, you can perform many stains 

on the material, whereas if you only have smears, theoretically you need one smear for a 

negative control slide, and one additional smear for every antigen that you want to stain 

(unless you can employ the “cell transfer” techniques discussed below).  As you all know, 

in many cases (especially challenging fine needle aspiration or FNA) cases, you may not 

have as many smears as you need.  One trick that I used extensively when I was a hospital-

based pathologist to assist in getting cell block material is the use of thrombin and outdated 

plasma (obtained from the blood bank) as “gelling” agents.  The thrombin and plasma are 

placed in convenient “eye dropper” bottles or something similar.  Even if there is only a 

small drop of blood or other fluid on a slide (e.g., from a FNA specimen), adding a drop of 

thrombin (or a drop of thrombin followed by a drop of plasma) will cause the material to 

gel, and it can be scraped off the slide (using a single-edged razor blade or the edge of 

another slide) and placed in formalin, where it will remain in a compact cohesive form that 

is easy to process as a cell block into paraffin.  Anyone who has ever tried to fix a drop of 

blood or other fluid in formalin without further manipulations knows that the drop of blood 

or fluid will immediately dissolve of disperse into unusable slurry.  The point of this 

discussion is this: IT IS FAR BETTER TO HAVE ONE DIAGNOSTIC CYTOLOGIC 

SLIDE WITH AN ACCOMPANYING CELL BLOCK, THAN HAVING 

MULTIPLE DIAGNOSTIC CYTOLOGIC SLIDES (all showing the same thing!) 

WITHOUT AN ACCOMPANYING CELL BLOCK.  In many FNA cases, much 

diagnostic material that could be used for cell block is wasted by smearing it out on 

additional slides, and efforts at obtaining a cell block are only an afterthought.  In the 

grand scheme of things, cytopathologist educators would serve the interests of patient 

care far better if they spent far more time teaching pathologists and technologists 

how to obtain adequate cell blocks, in addition to the time that they spend teaching the 

fine points of morphologic cytopathologic diagnosis.  I have seen countless cases in my 
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practice where multiple highly-trained subspecialty board-certified cytopathologists end up 

scratching their heads on difficult cases, and the lack of cell block material in these cases 

has been a major problem (despite the presence of innumerable beautifully-prepared 

cytologic smears).  Fortunately, we are now able to address these types of problem cases in 

a far more effective fashion (discussed below under "Tissue Transfer / Cell Transfer 

Techniques").   

 

IHC on Cytologic Smears or Slides: Optimal Preparation 

      Having made the above comments about the importance of obtaining material for 

cell block, I certainly realize that there are cases that beg for IHC and a cell block is not 

available.  The optimal type of smear varies depending on the type of case, although in my 

opinion NON-ADHESIVE SLIDES SHOULD BE USED FOR ALL CYTOLOGIC 

SMEARS (since they leave the option open for using cell transfer techniques).  If dealing 

with a lymphoma, leukemia, or a CSF specimen that is potentially involved by a 

lymphohematopoetic process, undoubtedly some hematopathologists would prefer that the 

smears or cytocentrifuge specimens be air-dried (although air drying decreases sensitivity 

of any subsequent IHC stains).  Alcohol-fixed material will also work for lymphomas and 

leukemias.  For optimal cytologic IHC, immediate fixation of the smears (without any air-

drying) is recommended.  Fixation in 95% ethanol works fine for nearly everything that 

needs rapid fixation.  With respect to ER and PR immunostains on smears, it is important 

to realize that any air-drying of smears may make reactivity to ER and PR more difficult to 

detect.  Remember that if an avidin-biotin based detection system is used, it is important to 

block endogenous biotin activity, since endogenous biotin artifact is even more prominent 

in cytologic smears (and cryostat sections) than in paraffin section material. 

 

                                   Epitope Retrieval for Cytologic Specimens 

      Since cytologic smears are not routinely subjected to formalin, one could 

reasonably conclude that epitope retrieval techniques are unnecessary for IHC staining of 

these specimens.  Indeed, that is what I thought until July 1998, when I began to study the 

effects of pressure cooker HIER on IHC staining of cytologic smears.  Much to my 

surprise, staining for many antigens was actually improved when a step for pressure cooker 
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HIER was included, particularly in air-dried smears, where the improvement in the stains 

was often quite dramatic.   As a result of these studies, we routinely employ antigen 

retrieval techniques on all of our cytologic slide material (that is present on adhesive slides 

or is transferred on to adhesive slides).  I encourage all pathologists to try HIER on their 

cytologic specimens, since results can often be substantially improved by its use. 

As with paraffin sections, one always needs to be mindful of what type of slides 

one has to work with.  As mentioned above, I recommend that all cytologic smears be 

placed in non-adhesive slides, since these slides allow cell transfer techniques (which are 

discussed in more detail below and are illustrated at the end of the handout). These 

techniques allow the cells to be removed from the slides while embedded in plastic 

coverslipping media, and the diagnostic material can they be subdivided and transferred 

onto adhesive slides for subsequent immunostains.  This allows the performance of 

multiple immunostains on material present on a single cytologic slide.  (They also work for 

paraffin section material that has been placed on non-adhesive slides).  If the smears have 

been placed on adhesive slides, then HIER procedures can be undertaken without further 

manipulations of the material, and in general cell adhesion will not be a problem, although 

you will usually be limited to 1 immunostain per slide.  However, if your cytologic smears 

have been placed on regular (non-adhesive) slides, I would NOT recommend trying HIER 

or protease procedures on them, as the diagnostic material will likely detach from the 

slides, and you will be left with no material to evaluate.   The only exception to this that I 

have encountered is with thoroughly-dried and properly prepared peripheral blood smears, 

which adhere adequately to slides during HIER, even of they are on non-adhesive slides.  

Otherwise, if you are starting with non-adhesive slides, use the tissue or cell transfer 

techniques discussed below to transfer the material to adhesive slides, so that you can 

employ HIER procedures as needed.   Parenthetically, cytologic smears placed on 

“frosted” slides are hopeless to work with, so I would banish these slides from the 

laboratory. 

 

                Pitfalls in Interpretation of Cytologic IHC 

  When examining IHC stains of cytologic smears, one must be wary of interpreting 

three-dimensional clusters of cells, as in some cases there is a certain amount of reagent 
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"trapping" that can occur, leading to spurious staining of three-dimensional clusters.  This 

spurious staining lacks the normal cell-to-cell variability in intensity of staining, so 

attention to that staining pattern can be a helpful tip-off for recognition of the artifact.  

Another pitfall that we have encountered is spurious staining of cells that are 

phagocytosing other cells, particularly if the phagocytosed cells are neutrophils.    

 

TISSUE TRANSFER / CELL TRANSFER TECHNIQUES 

In 1994 Sherman et al described a method of cell transfer that can facilitate 

immunostaining of small cytologic specimens (25), when only one or two cytologic slides 

are available.  This method is illustrated graphically in an addendum at the end of handout. 

First of all, the pathologist should review the slide(s) to be stained, and the different areas 

of the slide that are to be stained should be marked on the slide with a marking pen.  These 

same areas should then be marked on the BACK SURFACE of the slide with a diamond-

tipped pencil (so that the technologists will know which areas of the material to use for 

immunostaining, since the coverslip will be removed in the next step).  After soaking off 

the coverslip in xylene (or acetone for plastic coverslips), the slides are dipped in xylene 

and then placed flat (horizontally) in an oven (we use a 56oC oven).  Liquid coverglass 

medium (squeezed from a tube like toothpaste) is immediately applied to the surface of the 

xylene-wetted slide, to completely cover the areas to be used for immunostaining.  The 

medium is then allowed to harden in the oven (which may take several hours or more).  

(The liquid coverglass medium, called “Mount Quick”, can be obtained from Newcomer 

Supply, 2217B Parview Road, Middleton, WI 53562, phone 608-831-7888, 800-383-7799, 

fax 608-931-0866.  They can also provide a detailed procedure) (I am not on their payroll 

- I just have the information here for the benefit of the reader).  After the coverglass 

medium has hardened, marks are placed on the surface of the coverglass medium to 

correspond to the marks on the back surface of the slide.  The slides are placed in warm 

water for an hour or so (we use the histotechnologists’ waterbaths that are used for floating 

and mounting paraffin sections), and this allows the removal of the liquid coverglass 

medium (by carefully peeling it up at the edges) along with the embedded cells or tissue.  

The coverglass medium is then cut into smaller pieces with a razor blade according to the 

previously-marked areas.  Each of these pieces is transferred to a different adhesive slide 
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(keeping the surface that was in contact with the slide the same on the new slide), along 

with appropriate PTC and NTC control material on the same slide (ideally a MTSB 

section).  The slides are then dried in an oven, and the liquid coverglass medium is then 

removed by soaking the slides in xylene.  The slides are then rehydrated, and 

immunostains are performed on the slides as usual (including any epitope retrieval 

procedures that may be required for optimal staining).  We have used this technique 

countless times and continue to use it routinely in our lab, and it works extremely well for 

us (29).  (In one case we were able to perform 30 immunostains on material from a single 

previously H&E-stained FNA cytologic smear!).  In 1993 Mehta and Battifora (26) 

described a similar technique called the “peel and stick” method for use with paraffin 

sections, employing a liquid coverslip medium called “Harleco Krystalon” (EM Diagnostic 

Systems, Inc., Gibbstown, NJ).  The “peel and stick” technique has minor differences but 

is similar in principal to the “cell transfer” technique described above.  We have also used 

the “cell transfer” technique extensively on previously-stained H&E tissue sections, so 

indeed it works just as well for histologic sections as cytologic smears.  It is particularly 

useful on small needle biopsies of prostate, where the tiny suspicious areas frequently 

disappear on deeper sections, necessitating use of H&E levels for tissue transfer and 

subsequent immunostaining.  

In general, if pressure cooker HIER or vegetable steamer HIER in EDTA is 

employed in the immunostaining of previously-stained tissue or cell-transferred material, 

de-staining of the slides is unnecessary, as the HIER step destains H&E's, pap stains, and 

Wright-Giemsa stains nicely. 

 

MILLER’S APPROACH TO IMMUNOSTAINS ON PREVIOUSLY-STAINED 

SLIDES (BOTH CYTOLOGIC AND HISTOLOGIC) (30) 

If material is on non-adhesive slides: use tissue transfer IHC as follows: 

1. Examine slide, select areas to be immunostained, and mark them on the BACK 

surface of the slide with a diamond tipped pencil. 

2. Remove coverslip, add liquid coverglass medium, and allow it to harden in oven. 
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3. Remove slide from oven, and using a marking pen place marks on the surface of 

the hardened liquid coverglass media to correspond with the marks on the back 

surface of the slide.  

4. Soak slide in warm water (usually for about an hour), peel off liquid coverglass 

medium, cut into smaller portions as previously marked, and transfer these 

portions (same side down) onto adhesive positive control IHC slides (MTSB). 

5. Dry slides in oven, dissolve hardened coverglass medium in xylene, re-hydrate 

slides, and immunostain as usual (including any antigen retrieval procedures).  If 

using pressure cooker antigen retrieval or EDTA retrieval in a vegetable steamer, 

there is no need to destain the slide, since the pressure cooker antigen retrieval will 

perform this function. 

 

If material is on adhesive slides, an immunostain can be performed on this 

adhesive slide as usual. (In our experience, tissue transfer IHC does not work nearly as 

well on material placed on adhesive slides, since the diagnostic material does not 

reliably lift off of the original slide, but on occasion a period of extended soaking in a 

hot waterbath will assist in removal of sufficient cells or tissue for analysis). Again, if 

pressure cooker or EDTA steamer antigen retrieval is used, it is not necessary to destain 

the slide before commencing with the immunostain.  However, obviously this limits you 

to performing a single immunostain on the slide.   

 

TISSUE PROTECTION IMMUNOHISOCHEMISTRY (TPI): A Novel Approach 

to IHC on Previously-Stained H&E Slides on Adhesive slides 

      Patty Kubier, H.T., QIHC, former IHC supervisor at ProPath, developed a novel 

procedure that is particularly useful in the evaluation of prostate needle biopsies and 

similar specimens, where there are frequently more than one H&E level on a slide, but the 

small focus of interest is not present on deeper sections taken from block.  We have termed 

this technique “Tissue Protection Immunohistochemistry (TPI)”, and have employed it 

successfully on numerous occasions (30).  This technique is illustrated in an addendum at 

the end of the handout.  
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      In order for this technique to be effective, it is critical that the original H&E slides 

are adhesive slides.  Unlike “standard” tissue transfer IHC, the liquid coverglass medium 

in the TPI method is used to “protect” the H&E sections that are not immunostained.  The 

first step in the method is to select the appropriate H&E level that requires 

immunostaining, and circle this level on the back of the slide with a diamond tipped pencil.  

The coverslip is then soaked off, and liquid coverglass medium is placed on the surface of 

the remaining H&E sections that are NOT to be immunostained.  This leaves the section 

that is to be immunostained uncovered by the liquid coverglass medium.  The slide is then 

subjected to routine antigen retrieval and immunostained as usual.  If pressure cooker 

HIER or EDTA HIER is used, there is no need to destain the H&E section, since the HIER 

procedure performs that task effectively.  After completion of the immunostain (with 

appropriate counterstaining in hematoxylin or other stain as desired), the slide is then 

dehydrated in alcohols and xylene (which dissolves the liquid coverglass medium on the 

“protected” H&E sections), and coverslipped as usual.  The end result is a slide containing 

one level that is immunostained, and remaining levels that retain their original H&E stain 

(although there may be slight fading of the H&E stain observed).  The chief limitation of 

this method is that generally only one immunostain can be performed per slide (in contrast 

to tissue transfer IHC, which allows the performance of multiple immunostains from 

material derived from a single slide).  Remember however, that tissue transfer IHC 

requires that the original material be present on non-adhesive slides, in contrast to TPI 

which requires that the original material is on adhesive slides. 

 

ARTIFACTS IN IHC 

Many different types of artifacts can be observed in IHC.  Some of the more common 

ones that I see are listed below. 

          1.  "Desquamartifact" I coined this term to describe the most common artifact that 

I see in IHC, one that I notice every day.  This problem is due to individual squamous cells 

that desquamate from our skin, float around in the air, and eventually become lodged on 

the surface of the adhesive glass slides on which the IHC stains are performed.  This 

artifact is only noticed on immunostains that detect high molecular weight cytokeratins 

(including 34βE12, AE1/AE3, CK5, and CK5/6), and it is easy to understand why.  Since 
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squamous cells are loaded with high molecular weight cytokeratin, they stain strongly with 

antibodies that recognize these types of keratins.  As a result, any squamous cells that are 

sitting on the slides will react strongly with these antibodies, and if they are overlying the 

tissue section, this will appear as a big "glob" of immunoreactivity lying on top of the 

section.  If you examine these areas closely under high power, it is easy to see the actual 

squamous cell (typically anucleate) lying on top of the tissue section.  The reactivity of 

these cells with cytokeratin is frequently so strong that there is often a "bleeding" of the 

chromogen into the tissue immediately adjacent to the offending squamous cell.  Short of 

requiring the technologists to wear gloves, hoods, masks, and surgical gowns (obviously 

somewhat impractical), I am not sure what can be done to address this problem.  (Maybe 

anti-dandruff shampoo is worth a try?) 

          2.  “Bleeding” artifacts.  This artifact is seen when cells or tissues have a huge 

amount of antigen, and the resulting chromogen deposition seems to “bleed” into adjacent 

cells or tissues.  I see this artifact most commonly when viewing HCG immunostains on 

choriocarcinomas, which produce tremendous amounts of HCG.  As noted above, 

sometimes the “desquamartifact” described above will show bleeding of chromogen into 

the area immediately surrounding the offending anucleate squamous cell.  

           3.  Bubble artifacts.   On occasion, a small microscopic bubble may find its way 

onto a tissue section, which in effect "starves" the underlying tissue for reagents.  As a 

result, there will be no immunoreactivity under this "bubble".  Since these areas of absent 

immunoreactivity are circular, they are easy to recognize.  Taking care to avoid the 

production of bubbles in your reagents takes care of this problem.  Use of rinsing solutions 

(PBS or distilled water) with added Tween 20 (a wetting agent or detergent) helps to 

alleviate this problem, and I have not noticed this problem since we started adding Tween 

to our rinsing solution.   

          4.  Drying artifacts.  Anyone who has worked with IHC for a time has undoubtedly 

seen this artifact.  If the reagents dry out during the incubations, several things can happen, 

depending on when the slide dried out.  The slide may show a total lack of 

immunoreactivity, or the whole slide may turn a diffuse muddy brown color.  If there is 

only partial drying of the slide, you will often see an irregular band of chromogen 

deposition that outlines the edge of the dried-out area on the slide.  Taking care to assure 
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that your slide trays and incubation surfaces are completely level will help to avoid this 

problem.  In our lab, we rarely see this problem, since our incubation times are relatively 

short, and the use of the "batch" staining method (involving total immersion of slides into 

reagents) eliminates any risk of this artifact. 

          5.  Trapping artifacts.  If small microscopic flaps of the tissue section become 

detached from the slide at some point in the staining procedure, reagents may get trapped 

under these areas, resulting in a focus of chromogen deposition in this area.  This artifact is 

usually easy to recognize, because it is so focal and the pattern of chromogen deposition 

generally doesn't correspond to the expected pattern of immunoreactivity in the cells of 

interest.  This is usually a problem with poorly fixed tissue or sclerotic tissue that has been 

subjected to HIER procedures (pressure cooking, steaming, or microwaving).   For 

unknown reasons, we have observed that this artifact is much more pronounced when 

tyramide enhancement techniques are used.   

          6.  Edge artifacts.  The edges of tissue sections may display artifactual 

immunoreactivity, and I think this most likely is a variation of the trapping artifact 

discussed above. 

          7.  Artifacts of inappropriate antibody titers.  This has been discussed in great 

detail in previous portions of this discussion, and if you forgot the details, re-read the 

section on “true positive vs. false positive” staining.  In additional to resulting in 

artifactual  cytoplasmic reactivity, inappropriate primary antibody concentrations may 

also result in artifactual nuclear reactivity, something I have observed most commonly 

with vimentin and smooth muscle actin (SMA) stains performed using an inappropriately 

concentrated dilution of primary antibody (in the case of SMA, when they were performed 

on an automated machine using the vendor's so-called "predilute ready-to-use" primary 

antibody reagent - Blecch!!).  

          8.  Artifacts of poor fixation.  Either underfixation or overfixation of a piece of 

tissue can result in a variable degree of immunoreactivity in different areas of the section 

of tissue, depending on how well the particular areas of the section have been fixed.  In 

some instances you may see a central area of strong immunoreactivity with a peripheral 

zone of weak reactivity, secondary to overfixation of the peripheral part, since this part has 

been penetrated by formalin for a longer time as the formalin works its way to the center of 
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the tissue.  Alternatively, underfixation of a piece of tissue often leads to poor immuno-

reactivity in the central area of the section (since the fixative has not had enough time to 

penetrate and fix the central area optimally) with stronger immunoreactivity in the 

peripheral part of the section (since the peripheral areas have been well fixed).  Care in 

cutting the gross tissue to the appropriate size and thickness (2 mm maximum thickness) is 

important to avoid this artifact, as is attention to fixation time in formalin.  The use of 

vimentin stains can also provide some guidance in assessing the degree of overfixation 

(antigen damage) that has occurred in different areas of the sections, since virtually every 

slide should contain some vimentin-positive cells.  

          9.  Bacterial contamination artifacts.  This artifact occurs when bacteria begin to 

grow in antibody or other solutions, and it appears as finely-granular clumps of chromogen 

deposition randomly scattered on the surface of the section.  This artifact is usually easy to 

recognize, since the clumps of bacteria are on top of the plane of the section, and they can 

be recognized as bacteria on high power examination.  As you might surmise, this is most 

commonly observed when using antibody dilutions that have been lying around for a long 

time.  Mixing up fresh aliquots of antibody using clean glassware takes care of this 

problem.  Adding a small pinch of thimerosal (an antibacterial agent) also is effective in 

preventing this problem. 

          10.  Graphite pencil artifacts.  This artifact is not limited to immunostains, as it can 

be seen any time that lead (graphite) pencils are used to label slides.  This artifact results in 

microscopic flakes of dark black material that get lodged on the slide, and it is due to 

minuscule particles of graphite that become detached from the label area of the slide and 

attach to the portion of the slide containing the tissue section (or the blood smear, etc.).  

Obviously, the solution to this problem is to avoid using graphite pencils to label slides.  

Solvent-resistant markers work best, and you'll never have to put up with this bothersome 

artifact.   

          11.  Endogenous biotin artifacts.   As previously discussed above in the section on 

false positive staining, binding of avidin components to endogenous biotin present in 

tissues or cells may cause artifactual false positive staining if avidin-biotin based methods 

are employed.  This artifact can be greatly reduced or eliminated by employing steps to 
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block endogenous biotin, as previously discussed in detail. Alternatively, the use of biotin-

free polymer-based detection systems avoids these artifacts.  

          12. Precipitated chromogen artifact.   Sometimes if diaminobezidine (DAB) por 

other chromogens are not filtered before use, small bits of precipitated DAB may collect 

on the surface of the section.  The result is similar in appearance to the bacterial 

contamination artifact discussed above. 

          13. Mold artifact.  Occasionally, we have observed mold growth on some of our 

control slides, secondary to contaminated slide storage trays, usually with cork bottom 

inserts, upon which the mold grows. This artifact is easy to recognize once you’ve seen it.  

Washing slide trays periodically with dilute bleach solution helps to prevent this problem. 

          14. Slide manufacturing ("checkerboard") artifact.  For a time we had problems 

with the appearance of artifactual microscopic round blotches of black material distributed 

in a precise "checkerboard" pattern on the slides.  We eventually discovered that this 

artifact was from insufficient cleaning of glass slides by the manufacturer after they are 

produced, as when the slides are prepared, they are rolled on fine chain meshworks that 

were responsible for the small blotches that we saw.  

     15. "Cytokeratin Juice" artifact.  I have seen this artifact on multiple occasions 

primarily in skin lesions where there has been ulceration with destruction of squamous 

epithelial cells, leading to accumulation of amorphous globs or collections of hyalinized 

eosinophilic material (which I call "Cytokeratin Juice") that stains strongly with antibodies 

that detect high molecular weight cytokeratins.  When viewed at low power, the resulting 

cytokeratin stains can closely mimic the appearance of invasive carcinoma, but when 

viewing the immunostains at high power, it is apparent that there are no viable tumor cells 

in the area of interest, just "Cytokeratin Juice" that has worked its way down from the 

damaged skin surface into the underlying dermis in an irregular fashion.  They resemble 

large collections of "Civatte bodies", aka colloid bodies, which are thought to represent 

apoptotic cells.  

   

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, it is important to realize that IHC (when performed and interpreted 

properly) is a very powerful but ancillary technique, and it should be viewed in its proper 
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perspective.  When done or interpreted improperly, IHC can also be very powerful in 

obscuring the correct diagnosis and contributing to suboptimal patient care or delaying 

institution of optimal appropriate therapy.  In order to avoid the latter potentially harmful 

situation, I believe it is important to always keep some “Cardinal Rules” in mind at all 

times, to assist diagnostic pathologists in using IHC optimally and "stay out of trouble" in 

their practice.  Some of these rules are my own, some are borrowed from Dr. Hector 

Battifora and Dr. Allen Gown, and some have been taught to me by my mentor in IHC, Dr. 

Mark Wick.  The rules are as follows: 

 

MILLER’S RULES OF IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY 

 

          1.  Generate a logical differential diagnosis based on the clinical and morphologic 

findings, and use panels of antibodies to narrow the differential diagnosis.  Don’t succumb 

to “immunohistochemical guilt” when ordering panels of antibodies for difficult cases, as 

the cost of a misdiagnosis is far more than the cost of extra immunostains needed for 

thorough analysis of a difficult case.  

          2.  Treat your tissue right (cut it thinly, don't cram the cassettes, and don't let it 

languish in formalin).  Remember, garbage in - garbage out.  

          3.  IHC is not perfect and all tumors will not necessarily react as they are "supposed" 

to (as tumors do not read textbooks).  Therefore, if the IHC results don't make any sense, 

seek an additional opinion.  (Subliminal message: Send the case to me.)  

          4.  Make your own Multitumor Block Preparations and use them (mounting them 

on the same slides as the patient tissue when using them for positive controls).  Although 

multitumor slides are available commercially for about $13-$15 per slide, obviously at that 

price no one can afford to use them in the large numbers necessary for an effective quality 

control program.  For this reason you must make your own.  

          5. Do not blindly follow the recommendations of the manufacturer for primary 

antibody titers, as they may be way off the mark.  Also, remember that there is no such 

thing as a "predilute ready-to-use" antibody. 

          6. Know the spectrum of reactivity and the expected pattern of reactivity of the 

markers that you use, and pay attention to external and internal positive and negative 
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tissue controls.  Know the characteristics of a true positive and a false positive stain.  Be 

careful when interpreting poorly fixed tissue, necrotic tissue, or the edges of specimens, as 

these may exhibit spurious staining.   

          7.  Block endogenous biotin in all cases if you are using an avidin-biotin based 

detection system. 

          8.  If dealing with cytologic specimens, do everything in your power to GET A 

CELL BLOCK.  If you will be preparing cytologic smear material, use NON-

ADHESIVE SLIDES so that you will be able to successfully employ tissue transfer 

techniques if needed.  Rapidly fix cytologic smears without any air-drying. 

          9.  Do not run a stagnant lab.  Continuously and critically evaluate the methods 

and procedures used on an ongoing basis.  Experiment with new methods, fixatives, 

reagents, techniques, and modifications.  That is the only way that your laboratory will 

grow and improve with age.   
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Titration Studies in Immunohistochemistry 

 
Rodney T. Miller, M.D. 

Director of Immunohistochemistry,  ProPath, Dallas, Texas 
 

Introduction 

 
Immunohistochemistry in an extremely powerful tool in diagnostic pathology, but in order for it to 
be useful, the conditions of the staining method must be optimized to ensure that the resulting 
stains are reliable and accurate.  A critical factor in optimizing the staining conditions is to make 
certain that the appropriate concentration of primary antibody (i.e., the appropriate titer) is used.   
This is necessary because the characteristics of the antigen-antibody interaction require suitable 
relative concentrations of the antigen and antibody in order to optimize the binding between the 
two.  If there is too much antibody in solution (relative to the amount of antigen), the antigen and 
antibody will be unable to bind effectively, resulting in a poor interaction, and a poor immunostain.  
In this situation, the resulting stain usually shows high levels of nonspecific "background" staining 
or displays a false positive uniform cytoplasmic "blush" in tumor cells.  If there is too little 
antibody present, the stain will be too weak.   Remember, there is no such thing as a "Predilute, 

Ready-To-Use" antibody!!!  I believe that the most common reason for generation of unreliable, 
uninterpretable, or misleading results in substandard immunohistochemistry labs is the failure of 
these labs to perform the needed titration studies, or performing them incorrectly.  Of course, this 
never happens at the ProPath Immunohistochemistry Laboratory. 
 

Definitions 
 
The word "titer" refers to the extent to which a particular solution is diluted by adding another 
solution.  In our situation, we will be diluting our primary antibodies by adding our standard 
antibody diluent solution (which is PBS with 2% bovine serum albumin). 
 
Titers are usually expressed as a ratio.  For example, a titer of "1:10"  (1 to 10) means that a given 
volume of the initial solution (the primary antibody) is further diluted (by adding the diluent) so 
that the final volume is now 10 times more than the volume of the initial solution that we started 
with.  If we are starting with 1 ml of antibody and want to dilute all of it by 1:10, we would place 
the 1 ml of antibody into a test tube (that holds at least 10 ml), and add 9 ml of diluent, so that our 
new final volume is 10 ml.   If we wanted to make a titer of 1:100, we would take the 1 ml of 
antibody and add 99 ml of diluent, so that our new final volume is now 100 ml. 
 
The above example is for illustration purposes only, since the antibodies are very expensive, and 
we would almost never dilute an entire 1 ml of primary antibody, since that would often consume 
the entire vial.  So, in actual practice, we will try to take only as much primary antibody as is 
needed to make a small amount (usually 1 ml or so) of final solution.  For example, to make 1 ml 
(final volume) of a 1:100 titer of a primary antibody, we would take 0.01 ml of primary antibody, 
and add diluent to a total final volume of 1 ml (so we would be adding 0.99 ml of diluent).  
Because of the small volumes of primary antibodies used to prepare our titers, special calibrated 
pipettes are needed to prepare the various titers. 
 

Units of Measurement 
 
A thorough understanding of the units of measurement employed is necessary in order to perform 
titration studies accurately, and this is often a confusing and difficult aspect to master when first 
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learning to perform titration studies.  One commonly used measure is described as "λ" (lambda), 

which is the same as "µl" (microliter).  Both  "λ" and "µl" are equal to 0.001 ml (1/1000 of a ml).  
Some conversion factors are listed below: 
 

1 λ    =  0.001 ml  100 λ    =      0.1 ml 

10 λ    =    0.01 ml   1000 λ    =         1 ml 
 

Practical Titering in the Immunohistochemistry Lab 
 
The range of useful titers in immunohistochemistry is very broad, ranging from undiluted reagents 
(referred to as "neat") to reagents that are titered out to 1:20,000,000. 
 
As previously mentioned, due to the high cost of the primary antibodies used, a high priority must 
be placed on avoiding waste of these reagents.  Because of this, the initial volumes that we will be 
dealing with will be quite small. 
 
When first starting to titer a primary antibody, we will usually try to have an initial final volume of 
0.5 ml or 1 ml.  For example, if we want to prepare a titer of an antibody at 1:100, we can do either 
of the following: 
 

For a final volume of 0.5 ml: 

   Take 5 λ of primary antibody, add 0.495 ml of diluent 
 
  For a final volume of 1.0 ml: 

   Take 10 λ of primary antibody, add 0.99 ml of diluent 
 

“No-Brainer” Titering Cheat Sheet 
 
     Even people who do titering on a daily basis may experience “brain fog”, and may screw up the 
preparation of a titer or series of titers.  For this reason, I have prepared the following “No-Brainer” 
Titering Cheat Sheet for those days when brain fog is a problem.  
 
   Final Volume          Titer         Amount of Antibody      Amount of Diluent 

 1.0 ml 1:10 100 λ or 0.1 ml 0.9 ml 
 1.0 ml 1:20 50 λ or 0.05 ml 0.95 ml 

 1.0 ml 1:25 40 λ or 0.04 ml 0.96 ml 

 1.0 ml 1:40 25 λ or 0.025 ml 0.975 ml 

 1.0 ml 1:50 20 λ or 0.02 ml 0.98 ml 

 1.0 ml 1:80 12.5 λ or 0.0125 ml 0.9875 ml 

 1.0 ml 1:100 10 λ or 0.01 ml 0.99 ml 

 1.0 ml 1:200 5 λ or 0.005 ml 0.995 ml 

 1.0 ml 1:250 4 λ or 0.004 ml 0.996 ml 

 2.0 ml 1:10 200 λ or 0.2 ml 1.8 ml 

 2.0 ml 1:20 100 λ or 0.1 ml 1.9 ml 

 2.0 ml 1:25 80 λ or 0.08 ml 1.92 ml 

 2.0 ml 1:40 50 λ or 0.05 ml 1.95 ml 

 2.0 ml 1:50 40 λ or 0.04 ml 1.96 m  

 2.0 ml 1:80   25 λ or 0.025 ml 1.975 ml 

 2.0 ml 1:100 20 λ or 0.02 ml 1.98 ml 

 2.0 ml 1:200 10 λ or 0.01 ml 1.99 ml 

 2.0 ml 1:250  8 λ or 0.008 ml 1.992 ml 
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 2.0 ml 1:400  5 λ or 0.005 ml 1.995 ml 

 2.0 ml 1:500  4 λ or 0.004 ml 1.996 ml 

 

Preparation of Highly Dilute Titers 

 
     On occasion, it will be necessary to prepare highly dilute titers of some antibodies (e.g., final 
titers of  1:50,000, 1:500,000 or  even 1:1 million, etc.).  In this situation, it is best to first prepare a 
"stock" dilution of 1:50, 1:100. 1:200, or thereabouts; and to then prepare the final dilution by 
further dilutions of this "stock" dilution.   This will result in less waste (since smaller final volumes 
will be able to be used), and the accuracy of the final highly dilute solution will be much better 
than if you tried to make the highly dilute solution in only one step.  For example, to make a 1:1 

million dilution in one step, you would need 1 λ of antibody in 1 liter of diluent.  One λ is such a 
tiny amount that there are few pipettes that can accurately deliver this small amount.  Furthermore, 
it would be wasteful to make 1 liter of diluted antibody, since it would take a long time to use. 
   

Serial Dilution Studies 

 
     After purchasing a new antibody, it is necessary to determine its optimal titer before putting it 
into diagnostic use.  In this situation, a series of stains is performed, with the primary antibody used 
at a number of different titers (different concentrations or different dilutions).   
 
     The easiest way to perform this task is to perform serial 2-fold dilutions of the most 
concentrated titer you wish to test (which will be the first one you prepare).  For example, a set of 
serial dilution studies might include the primary antibody used at titers of 1:100, 1:200, 1:400, 
1:800, 1:1600, 1:3200, and 1:6400 (for a total of 7 stains performed).  The resulting stains are 
viewed, and the "best" stain is then chosen as the optimal titer for that particular antibody, which 
will then be used for all further diagnostic cases unless otherwise specified.    
 

Preparation of Serial Dilutions 
 
     Preparation of serial dilutions is not difficult.  Generally, it is easiest to start with an initial 
volume of 1 ml of solution.  For example, if we are planning to do a set of serial dilution studies 
beginning at 1:100 (followed by 1:200, 1:400, 1:800, etc.), the first thing to do is to prepare 1 ml of 
a 1:100 dilution, which for the sake of discussion we will name test tube "A".  Next, take 0.5 ml of 
this solution, and place it in another test tube (named "B"), and then add 0.5 ml of diluent to test 
tube "B" and mix.  Test tube "B" now has a 1:200 dilution of the primary antibody.  Next, take 0.5 
ml from test tube "B" and add it to another test tube ("C").  Add 0.5 ml of diluent to test tube "C", 
and we now have 1 ml of 1:400 primary antibody solution in test tube "C".  To prepare the next 
dilution (1:800), take 0.5 ml out of test tube "C", and place it in another test tube ("D").  Now add 
0.5 ml of diluent to test tube "D", and we now have 1 ml of 1:800 dilution of primary antibody in 
test tube "D".  Further serial dilutions are made by repeating the above procedure.   
 
    Again, the high cost of these reagents needs to be emphasized, so we do not want to waste any of 
this material.   Therefore, we rarely throw the stuff out.  This results in millions of little test tubes 
in the refrigerator, but there is no good way around this problem that I know of.  The importance of 
proper and complete labeling of the test tubes is obvious.   
 
     I hope this information is useful to those who are in the process of learning to perform titration 
studies in immunohistochemistry.   These studies are critical, and will need to be performed on a 
frequent basis in any immunohistochemistry lab that desires to produce consistently accurate, 
reliable, and sensitive stains. 
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NOTE:  As an additional aid to titration studies, I have prepared a computer spreadsheet document 
(Excel format) that allows the determination of quantities of antibody and diluent needed to make 
any titration, simply by "filling in the blanks".  This spreadsheet can also be used to determine how 
much of an antibody of known titer to add to another solution of known titer to reach a desired titer 
(for example, if you have a solution at 1:500 and you want to make it 1:300).  I will be happy to 
send anyone a copy of this spreadsheet by E-mail (send request to rodney.miller@propath.com)    
  -RTM   March 2013 
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Immunohistochemistry Division 

1355 River Bend Drive, Dallas, Texas 75247-4915 
Lab 214-237-1894,  Lab Fax 214-237-1730 

www.propath.com    E-mail: rodney.miller@propath.com 
 

Instructions for Collecting Control Tissue for 

Multitumor Control Blocks 

 
1.  Do not take any tissue that you think might be needed to establish an accurate diagnosis.  The ability to 
make a tissue diagnosis should not be compromised in order to obtain control tissue.  
 
2.  At the time of gross examination of a case (or as soon thereafter as possible), take pieces of tumor tissue 
and place them into plastic tissue processing cassettes.  Label the surgical pathology number on the SIDE of 
the cassette, and write the name of the tumor and the origin (e.g., COLON CA, BREAST CA, 
MELANOMA, SARCOMA, etc) on the FRONT surface of the cassette.   The tissue should be cut at standard 
thickness (2 mm is best, no thicker than 3 mm), but as large (or as long) a piece that can fit into the cassette is 
optimal (with an adequate rim of space on the edge of the cassette to ensure proper processing).  However, 
smaller pieces can also be used for particularly valuable tissues.  

 
 
3.  If tissue can not be taken at the time of gross 
examination of a case (because you are not sure if 
you will need more tissue for diagnostic purposes), 
and if the tissue has been adequately fixed in 
formalin, pour off the formalin from the gross tissue, 
and replace the formalin with 70% or 80% ethanol.  
DO NOT LEAVE TISSUE IN FORMALIN FOR 
LONGER THAN 48-72 HOURS IF AT ALL 
POSSIBLE, since this may cause antigen damage.   
 
4.  Put the tops on the cassettes, and place them in 
the tissue processor to be processed along with the 
routine surgical pathology material.  When the 
processor has completed its cycle, SIMPLY DRAIN 

THE LIQUID PARAFFIN FROM THE CASSETTES.  DO NOT EMBED THE TISSUE into paraffin 
blocks.  At this point you are left with a piece of paraffin-infiltrated tissue in a labeled cassette that is very 
easy to store and catalog.  The tissue will not deteriorate when stored in this fashion, is easy to file and 
retrieve from your control bank, and is optimal for use when making multitumor sandwich control blocks.  
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Immunohistochemistry Division 

1355 River Bend Drive, Dallas, Texas 75247-4915 
Lab 214-237-1894,  Lab Fax 214-237-1730 

www.propath.com    E-mail: rodney.miller@propath.com 
 

Miller's method of making multitumor sandwich blocks 

 
1. Start with tumor tissue that has been processed and infiltrated with paraffin, ideally 
collected in the fashion described on the previous page, which will guarantee this control 
material was processed in an identical fashion to the routine diagnostic material. Place the 
tissue on the hotplate of the embedding center to soften it, and then you will cut thin strips 
of the tissue using a warm single-edged razor blade (leave your razor blades on the 
hotplate area of the embedding center to keep them warm, or tissue will stick to them as 
they cool). 
 
2. Obtain 1 or more long 
embedding molds, and place 
them on the hotplate of the 
embedding center along with a 
razor blade and a piece of your 
previously-processed control 
tissue.  DO NOT add any 

liquid paraffin to the mold – 
the picture to the right should 
say “Embedding Molds 
WITHOUT liquid paraffin). 
Use the warm razor blade to cut 
a thin strip (or strips) from the 
edge of your control tissue, and 
place the strip longitudinally 
along the long edge of the 
embedding mold.  While 
keeping the mold on the hotplate area, add additional strips of different control tissues in a 
similar fashion, lining them up side-by-side longitudinally in the bottom of the embedding 
mold (similar to a row of match sticks). Add as many different strips of different control 
tissue as you want to make your first row (or first layer of the sandwich).  If your tissue 
strips are too short to fill the total length of the mold, overlap the ends of the shorter pieces 
after cutting the mating ends in a julienne fashion (this avoids “dead space” in final block).  
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3.  When you have 
added as many tumors 
as desired in the 
embedding mold (and 
gotten them as closely 
packed as possible to 
avoid “dead space”, 
gently place the 
embedding mold from 
the hotplate area onto 
the cold plate area of the 
embedding center.  This 
will “lock down” the 
strips in place while the 
paraffin solidifies.  After 
15-30 seconds or so on the cold plate, quickly add enough liquid paraffin to just cover the 
row of tissue, then QUICKLY place the mold back on the cold plate, before the “locked 
down” strips have a chance to move out of place.  At this point, you will have your first 
"layer" of the sandwich.  Place the embedding mold in the freezer for a time, and then pop 
out the contents.  You will be left with a rectangular piece of paraffin containing a number 
of adjacent strips of tumor embedded in this piece of paraffin. 
 
4.  Repeat steps 1-3 above as 
many times as needed, 
depending upon how many 
layers you want to have in 
your final sandwich. 
 
5.  Optional:  If you have 
access to paraffinized amnion 
or some other type of easily 
cut dividing membrane, cut 
these into rectangular pieces 
that will cover a layer, and 
place these on the hotplate 
area of the embedding center 
to keep them warm.  These 
can be used as dividers to 
separate adjacent layers of the 
sandwich. 
 
6. Trim the excess paraffin from the layers of the sandwich.  
Now place a layer of the sandwich back onto the hotplate 
area, to warm it up.  Do not leave it on the hotplate area too 
long, or the strips of tumor tissue will fall apart from each 
other as the paraffin heats up and melts.   
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7. Now drip a few drops of liquid paraffin 
onto the top surface of the layer, and 
immediately place the second layer on top 
of the first layer.  As noted above, if 
dividers are desired between the layers 
(portions of amnion or other membrane), 
they should also be dripped with liquid 
paraffin and placed between adjacent 
layers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8.  Repeat step 7 above as many times as 
necessary to build up your sandwich block 
layer by layer, until the desired number of 
layers is completed.  You now have a 
"loaf" of control tissue.  At this point, cut 
transverse sections of this loaf using a 
warm razor blade, while the loaf is still 
relatively warm (since if you try to cut a 
cold one, it may shatter). 
 
 
 

9.  Now embed these transverse 
sections in a paraffin block (taking 
care not to let the paraffin gets so hot 
as to cause the pieces of tumor tissue 
to fall apart from one another).  You 
now have a completed multitumor 
sandwich block.  Mount these on the 
same slides as your case tissues, so 
that the control tissue is always filed 
with the appropriate stain. 
 
Rodney T. Miller, M.D. 
Director of Immunohistochemistry 
Updated March 2013 
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TISSUE TRANSFER IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY 
Miller RT, Kubier P: Immunohistochemistry on Cytologic Specimens and Previously Stained Slides (When No Paraffin 

Block Is Available). Journal of Histotechnology, 25(4):251-257, 2002. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Examine Slide, and select areas to be immunostained.  Mark these on the BACK surface of the 
slide with a diamond-tipped pencil.  In the example illustrated above, this stained cytospin slide 
will be subdivided into 8 smaller portions by marking the specimen similar to “cutting a pie”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Remove coverslip. Dip in xylene. Add Mount-Quick  
coverglass medium to the surface of the slides, and 
allow to harden in the oven, as shown at right. Mark  
the hardened surface of the media with a marking pen.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Soak the slide in a hot waterbath, and slowly peel the material off the slide with the aid of a 
forceps. 
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The use of a sharp probe may also assist in peeling the material off of the slide, as shown above. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Once the material is peeled off 
it is cut into smaller pieces as 
previously marked (a single- 
edged razor blade works well), 
and then placed (same side down)  
onto adhesive positive control slides, as shown on the right.   
These are then dried in the oven, deparaffinized in xylene (which dissolves the liquid coverglass  
medium), and immunostained as usual. 
 
 
 
5. Three of the eight completed  
immunostains are shown at the 
right, along with a spare H&E- 
stained cytospin slide.  

 
 
 
 
Rodney T. Miller, M.D. 
Director of Immunohistochemistry 
Revised, February 2010 
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TISSUE PROTECTION IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY 
(Excerpted from: Kubier P, Miller RT: Tissue Protection Immunohistochemistry (TPI): A Useful Adjunct in the 

Interpretation of Prostate Biopsies and Other Select Cases Where Immunostains are Needed on Minute Lesions.", 
American Journal of Clinical Pathology 117:194-198, 2002) 

 
Figure 1 shows an H&E slide of a needle biopsy of prostate, which has been mounted on an adhesive slide (a 
requirement for TPI immunohistochemistry).  The biopsy contained a minute suspicious area (indicated by a small 
blue dot), that was only present on this particular slide, and disappeared in deeper cuts.  A high molecular weight 
cytokeratin immunostain will be performed on the left-most section of this slide.  The first step in TPI is to mark 
the section to be immunostained on the back surface of the slide with a diamond tipped pencil (Figure 1).  After 
removing the coverslip, liquid coverglass media is applied to cover the 2 H&E levels which will NOT be 
immunostained (to "protect" these H&E levels, Figure 2).  At this point, the slide is subjected to pressure cooker 
epitope retrieval and immunostained for high molecular weight cytokeratin as usual.  

 

 
Figure 3 shows the appearance of the slide immediately after it has been removed from the pressure cooker.  The 
pressure cooker epitope retrieval step has de-stained the left-most section, although the 2 remaining H&E sections 
have been "protected" by the liquid coverglass media, and still retain their H&E stain.  Figure 4 shows the 
completed TPI immunostain. Routine counterstaining is employed, and the coverglass media will dissolve during 
the final deparaffinization step prior to coverslipping.  The two "protected" H&E sections on the right side of the 
slide are unaltered, and on the left there is a section that has been immunostained with high molecular weight 
cytokeratin.  This arrangement makes it very convenient to compare and correlate the appearance of the 
immunostain and the corresponding H&E sections. 

 

Fig. 1 

 
Fig. 2 

Fig. 3 Fig. 4 


